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ABSTRACT

Numerical study on the performance of a propeller
operating behind ship at model- and full-scale is presented.
The numerical simulations were performed at ballast draft
condition using RANS method with double-model and
VOF model respectively to qualify the effect of free
surface treatments. The scale effect of hull-propeller
interaction is first investigated using double-model. The
difference on hull boundary layer and flow separation is
the main source of scale effect on ship wake. Results of
the fluctuations of propeller thrust and torque along with
circulation distribution and local flow field show that
propeller’s loading is significantly higher for model-scale
ship. And free surface treatments have non-negligible
effect on propeller bearing force. A nondimensional
vortex recognition criterion is introduced to compare the
difference on vortex evolution and interaction. This
interaction is suggested to be more pronounced and to
have larger effects on ship’s powering performance at
model-scale than full-scale according to the simulation
results.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The effective design of ship hull and propulsion system is
based on the full knowledge of the fluid dynamics under
ship’s real transportation condition. Traditionally, an
accurate and reliable evaluation of ship’s hydrodynamic
performance can only be achieved at model-scale through
towing tank experiments or numerical simulations. Then,
full-scale ship performance prediction can be made by
extrapolating the model-scale results according the law of
similarity and ITTC recommended empirical equation.
This way is reliable for most classical ships and
propulsion systems, but it is still questionable for new
types of ship, propeller and ESDs, especially for very
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large ship. Since full-scale trial test is unavailable during
the design phase, numerical method is an effective and
efficient way to investigate full-scale ship’s performance
and local flow characteristics.
Currently, the most state-of-art numerical tools in marine
hydrodynamic analysis are based on Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, and realized by finitevolume method. For model-scale ship, the workshop on
CFD in Ship Hydrodynamics hold every five years in
Gothernburg and Tokyo witnessed the development of
CFD methods. Time-averaged RANS is able to accurately
predict the mean flow field and force coefficients for
ships with no drift angle (Pereira et al 2017). However,
the practice cases for full-scale ship is relatively less. The
most well-known project for full-scale CFD methods and
validation study is the EU cooperative project EFFORT
(European Full-scale Flow Research and Technology)
funded by the European Framework 5 program
(Visonneau 2005), which developed appropriate physical
modelling for full scale flows and validated the numerical
method with full-scale measurements. Dubigneau and
Visonneau (2003) also applied full-scale CFD method to
optimize hull form and found significant difference on
design results. More recently, a Workshop on Ship Scale
Hydrodynamic Computer Simulations has been organized
by the Lloyd’s Register to provide a basic platform for
worldwide CFD comparison and validation (Ponkratov
2017).
The most significant scale effect relies in the stern flow
field and hull/propeller interaction (Castro et al 2011)
Several approaches to investigate hull-propeller
interaction have been developed by previous researchers,
including fully discretized propeller approaches and some
RANS/potential coupling approaches. The former one
will consider the real propeller geometry and solve the
rotation region and stationary region with a unique RANS
model, such as Multiple Reference Frame Method
(Carrica et al 2015), Sliding Mesh Method and Dynamic

Overset Method (Shen et al 2015). These approaches are
certainly time-consuming due to the large discrepancy
between propeller rotation period and ship’s traveling
wave period. The later ones including Actuator Disk
Method and Body Force Method, such as momentum
theory (Jasak et al 2018), Boundary Element Method
(Starke and Bosschers 2012, Gaggero et al 2017) or
Optimal Circulation Lifting Line Theory (Sanchez-Caja et
al 2015, Sun et al 2018).
In this paper, we focus exclusively on the flow field in the
stern region to analyze the interaction of hull-propeller
and free surface. Simulations were performed for a
commercial bulk carrier propelled by a five-bladed, righthanded propeller at light ballast condition. Verification
study on grid convergence is performed for full-scale
simulation with global and local mesh refinements. Two
sets of free surface treatments are included to analyze the
free surface effect on the propulsion performance and
local flow field evolution. Scale effect on ship wake,
propeller bearing force and vortex evolution will be
analyzed with different free surface treatments. This paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the mathematical
models used in this study including governing equations
and computation setup, then the results will be analyzed
and discussed in Section 3, including grid verification
study and simulation results. In Section 4, a short
conclusion is discussed and plan for future research is
given.
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2.2 Computational Grid, Boundary Condition and
Coordinate System
The computational domain is shown in Figure 1, which

consists of two computational regions: the outer region
for ship and inner region for propeller. Special mesh
refinements are applied near the free surface, bow and
stern region. Sliding mesh strategy is applied to simulate
propeller’s rotation behind the ship. The direction of
positive propeller phase angle is defined clock-wise while
the 0 degree relies at 12 o’clock position.

2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
2.1 Governing Equations

RANS method was used to predict the flow field around
the ship at model- and full-scale. The governing equation
for solving the time-averaging physical field can be
written as:
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where u i are the time-averaged velocity components and
p is the time-averaged pressure.  and  refers to the
density and kinematic viscosity of fluid. The unclosed
item  ij is the Reynolds stresses tensor and requires
additional turbulence model to close the system.
The turbulence model for our simulations is Shear Stress
Transportation (SST) k −  model, which is proved to
have good capacity for ship wake prediction (Pereira et al
2017).
Two free surface boundary treatments were adopted and
compared in this paper. One is double-model method,
using symmetry boundary condition at water level (Z =
0), another is Volume of Fluid (VOF) scheme which
introduces an additional transport equation for unknown
variable  that represents the volume fraction of water
inside each finite volume cell.

Figure 1 Computation Domain and Boundary Condition

3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
3.1 Grid Convergence and Sensitivity

As the computational domain was discretized by
Cartesian Hexahedral mesh with octree-based local
refinement, grid sensitivity analysis should be performed
for both global and local refinements.
Three meshes were made for global grid size study with
cell number ranging from 4.27M to 21.46M. Simulations
were then performed for the entire hull to identify the grid
convergence of drag force, which consists of skin-friction
(Fv) and pressure (Fp). The force coefficients are defined
as:

Cv =

Fv
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3.2 Scale Effect of Hull-Propeller and Free Surface
Interaction

The characteristic velocity is chosen as ship speed (Vs)
and S is the wetted surface. The resolution of surface
mesh is selected as the base size for grid convergence
study, as listed in Table 1, where Δ is the mesh size on
the hull surface. The time step was set to a fixed value
equals to 0.0047Lpp/Vs, which is slightly lower than the
recommendation of ITTC.

Ahead of the analysis of free surface, scale effect of
hull/propeller interaction is presented using double-model
simulation results. The scale ratio for ship model is
25.255 with full scale length of 195m. Four test cases
including full scale and model scale simulations
with/without propeller were performed without real free
surface considered, as listed in Table 2. Propeller speed
was selected at self-propulsion point in accordance with
model-scale towing tank experiment. The advance
coefficient based on ship speed Js = 0.861 for both modeland full-scale simulation.

Table 1 Global grid convergence for force coefficients

Table 2 Test Cases using double-model

(5)
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Case

Cell
Number

Δ/Lpp

Cv

Cp

Ct

(×103)

(×103)

(×103)

Coarse

4.27M

0.0130

1.461

0.281

1.742

Fine

8.77M

0.0091

1.452

0.269

1.721

Finer

21.5M

0.0065

1.466

0.255

1.720

Local grid convergence study only focuses on the stern
region as the wake field of hull is mainly determined by
the stern boundary layer. It is important to analyze the
influence of stern mesh refinement on the velocity profile
at propeller plane. The fine mesh of global grid study was
selected as the benchmark 1 (B1) and another benchmark
grid (B2) was generated by extending the range of stern
refinement. The grid size was changed for two benchmark
rids to achieve two levels of stern refinements separately.
The contoured axial velocity of the results from four mesh
sets are shown in Figure 2. All of these mesh sets have
similar flow field structure with some difference on
details.

Case

Scale

Propeller

w

Rv

Rp

1

full

without

0.2494

85.37%

14.63%

2

full

with

-

67.66%

32.34%

3

model

without

0.3402

84.73%

15.27%

4

model

with

-

70.43%

29.57%

To analyze the scale effect, the proportions of pressure
force and viscous force in total resistance are defined as:

Rp =

Fp
Fp + Fv

; Rv =

Fv
Fp + Fv
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Without propeller, the proportion of viscous force and
pressure force shows basically the same for model- and
full-scale. The suction effect of propeller can extremely
increase the total force on hull surface and then changed
the ratio of two resistance components. Full-scale
simulation leads to higher thrust deduction and has higher
effect on viscous force.

Figure 3 Nondimensional axial velocity contour and
transversal velocity vector at propeller plane (left: modelscale, right: full-scale)

Figure 2 Grid convergence for nondimensional axial velocity
contour

Figure 4 Nondimensional circumferential averaged axial
velocity at propeller plane

As boundary layer is relatively thinner (compared to Lpp)
for full-scale ship, the decrease of wake fraction (deficit
of axial velocity) can also be verified by numerical
results. Details of axial and transversal velocity
distribution at propeller plane are shown in Figure 3. At
full-scale, the velocity deficit region appears primarily in
inner radius and shows relatively obscure hook-like flow
field structure. From the comparison of circumferential
averaged axial velocity shown in Figure 4, propeller at
full-scale runs in a relatively higher velocity field which
has lower thrust and torque coefficients but higher
efficiency, as listed in Table 3.
To consider the real free surface effect when propeller is
operating behind ship, simulations with VOF model were
made for both model- and full-scale ship. Results of
propeller performance in Table 3 show that the symmetry
boundary condition used in double-model underestimate
the propeller force and also the efficiency. For full-scale
ship, this discrepancy is relatively larger.
Table 3 Thrust, torque and efficiency based on Js
Scale

full

model

Double-model

VOF

KT

0.1414

0.1547

10KQ

0.2087

0.2232

ηB

0.6129

0.5907

KT

0.1855

0.1916

10KQ

0.2777

0.2830

ηB

0.5964

0.5900

Figure 5 Single blade unsteady force coefficients in one
rotation period: Thrust coefficients (Top), Torque
coefficients (Bottom)

In consideration of the very difference on wake field and
its effect on propeller loading, the thrust and torque
variations of each propeller blade in its revolution period
are plotted for better understanding the scale effect on
propulsion. As shown in Figure 5, thrust coefficients for
model- and full-scale ship are almost identical with little
difference. The maximum single-blade thrust and torque
appear at 60°for both model- and full-scale ship (due to
the highly skew of propeller), but the minimums appear at
285°for model-scale, which is 15°later than full-scale
condition. Also, the discrepancy of thrust and torque
between model- and full-scale is small when propeller
operating in the region from 285°to 60°, this is due to
the smaller magnitude of inflow for propeller blades in
portside. The underestimation by double-model can be
figured out in Figure 5 especially around the peak of
propeller bearing force.
Additionally, the averaged loading of propeller can be
achieved by circumferentially averaging the tangential
velocity immediately after the propeller (Jessup et al
2004), as follows:
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Higher circulation can be found for most radius at modelscale, which corresponding to higher propeller loads.
Discrepancy of curve form only appears at inner radius,

circulation shows a sharper drop for model-scale ship
close to hub and a small peak appears at 0.3R for fullscale condition due to the intensive high-wake region.
The red dashed lines in Figure 6 refer to the circulation
distribution obtained by VOF model, both model- and
full-scale results show slightly higher circulation along
the whole radius of propeller compared to the results from
double-model. But the circulation distributions remain
almost the same for two free surface treatments except
that real free surface effect can smoothing the loads
distribution for model-scale propeller at 0.85R.

model (a), Full-scale with double-model (b), Model-scale
with VOF model (c), Full-scale with VOF model (d)

Time-averaged axial velocity on central longitudinal
section (Y = 0) is shown in Figure 8. Propeller at fullscale can produce a large range of high velocity region
compared to the model-scale results. But the low velocity
region after the boss cap is larger for full-scale case. The
difference of two free surface treatments appears when
VOF model can produce lower axial velocity near the free
surface in Y = 0 plane.
The instantaneous flow field is characterized in Figure 9
using nondimensional Q-criterion defined as:

Q=

Figure 6 Radial distribution of propeller circulation

The difference of propeller loading distribution can also
be figured out by comparing the time-averaged axial
velocity immediately behind the propeller. From the left
column (model-scale) and right column (full-scale) of
Figure 7, we can find out that in full-scale condition,
propeller has a larger high loading region and can produce
more uniform wake. The low velocity zone near the hub
is also smaller for full-scale ship, which is in coincidence
with the ship wake. By comparing the results from two
free surface treatments, the free surface boundary effect
only appears in the upper half of propeller wake and will
not change the flow structure.

Figure 7 Nondimensional time-averaged axial velocity
immediately behind propeller: Model-scale with double-

Q
(U / L)2
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After nondimensionalization, vortex structures at modeland full-scale become comparable with a same value of
Q . For both model- and full-scale ship, vortex sheet in
upper half of propeller wake undergoes flow fields with
higher velocity gradients and are more difficult to main
stable vortex structure. This phenomenon is also affected
by free surface. When the tip vortex reaches the low
velocity region close to the free surface, it is more likely
to breakup to small vortex structures. This progress will
certainly facilitate the turbulence dissipation and then
speed up the mixing of velocity field in propeller wake.
The breakup of tip vortex for full-scale ship comes
relatively later and can maintain more stable structure
when translating to the intermediate wake. One
explanation is that, for full-scale ship, the velocity deficit
region locates limitedly in inner radius region. So that the
tip vortex undergoes a more uniform velocity field when
translating to downstream. Another reason is the
interaction between propeller vortex sheet and ship
shedding vortex. For full-scale ship, the shedding vortex
from the flow separation of hull boundary layer locates in
the inner and upper region of propeller disk which is
relatively far from propeller’s main loading area and has
little interaction with propeller tip vortex.

Figure 8 Time-averaged axial velocity at central longitudinal plane (Y = 0)

Figure 9 Instantaneous iso-surface of nondimensional Q-criterion, colored by axial velocity ratio: Model-scale with doublemodel (a), Full-scale with double-model (b), Model-scale with VOF model (c), Full-scale with VOF model (d)

Comparison between Figure 9 (a) and (c) reflects the
difference of free surface boundary conditions on
propeller vortex evolution. The tip vortex resulted by
double-model are more likely to breakup, this may be
cause by the reflection effect of symmetry boundary. But
the VOF model can produce more real interaction
between free surface and vortex transportation, thus
results in more stable structures. For full-scale cases,
similar difference can also be figured out.

The wave profiles along the Y = 0 plane at model- and
full-scale conditions are plotted in Figure 10. The wave
profiles are almost the same for two conditions with slight
discrepancy at crests and troughs. The nondimensional
wave height is greater for model-scale ship. Propeller’s
effect on wave profile is negligible compared to the wavemaking effect of ship stern.

The comparison study presented in this work gives a
glance on the difference of hull-propeller and free surface
interaction in the complicated flow field of ship stern
region. More scientific studies should be performed to
deeply investigate the mechanism of these mutual
interactions. Quantitative, statistical or analytical models
should be established in the future for better application to
industrial design activities. Also, the numerical methods
shall be applied and validated in the prediction of ship
powering performance. Numerous efforts shall be made in
the future to investigate more influence factors like wall
roughness, weather condition and ship motions.
Figure 10 Comparison of the wave profiles at Y = 0 plane at
model- and full-scale conditions
4 CONCLUSIONS

Numerical simulations are performed for a commercial
bulk carrier in ballast condition to investigate the
complicated interaction around the propeller. Free surface
effects are considered with double-model and VOF model
respectively to qualify the difference of the two methods.
Propeller are modeled by fully discrete model with sliding
mesh strategy and scale-effect of hull-propeller
interaction under free surface is detailed presented by
wake field, propeller unsteady force and trailing vortex
transportation.
The most significant scale effect appears in the ship wake.
Full-scale simulation can produce smaller high wake
region around the shaft, which is the main cause of the
difference in propeller hydrodynamic performance. The
overall circumferential axial velocity is higher for fullscale ship and makes propeller working with high
advance ratio. That’s why the full-scale propeller’s thrust
coefficient is lower than model-scale.
The propeller loading is significantly higher for modelscale ship according to the analysis of circulation
distribution and downstream flow field. Free surface
treatments have non-negligible effect on propeller
loading. Compared to the most real modeling of free
surface by VOF model, the simple double-model
treatments apparently underestimate the propeller loading.
This phenomenon should be considered in the prediction
of self-propulsion performance especially for ballast
condition (the most used sea trials condition).
A nondimensional vortex recognition criterion is
introduced to make the vortex structure comparable at
different Reynolds number. Full-scale and model-scale
ship can produce similar trailing vortex sheet, which is
more stable at full-scale condition due to the more
favorable inflow. The interaction of ship shedding vortex,
tip vortex and free surface impacts the evolution of vortex
sheet. This scale effect also originates from ship’s
boundary layer separation. Free surface treatments have
small effect on the propeller vortex sheet, the symmetry
free surface boundary condition could make propeller tip
vortex more vulnerable to breakup in downstream.
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